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ABSTRACT

Most techniques designed for the multi-input single-output

(MISO) Broadcast Channel (BC) require accurate current

channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT) which

is not a realistic assumption because of feedback delay. A

novel approach by Lee and Heath, space-time interference

alignment, proves that in the underdetermined (overloaded)

MISO BC with Nt transmit antennas and K = Nt+1 users

Nt (sum) Degrees of Freedom (DoF) are achievable if the

feedback delay is not too big, thus disproving the conjecture

that any delay in the feedback necessarily causes a DoF loss.

We explain this approach a bit more succinctly and evaluate

the net DoF that this scheme can be expected to yield in

a realistic system by taking into account the cost of CSIT

acquisition (training and feedback). We term the resulting

scheme ST-ZF, referring to the use of Space-Time Zero

Forcing precoding. The net DoF comparison with TDMA-

ZF, MAT-ZF and MAT shows that ST-ZF is also of interest

in practice.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interference is a major limitation in wireless networks

and the search for efficient ways of transmitting in this

context has been productive and diversified [1]–[3]. Nu-

merous techniques allow the increase of the multiplexing

gain. For instance, in a multi-user single-cell context, dirty

paper coding allows the transmitter to send information to

multiple users while simultaneously pre-canceling interfer-

ences [4]. However, most techniques rely on perfect current

CSIT which is not realistic. CSIT is by nature delayed

and imperfect. Though interesting results have been found
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concerning imperfect [5], or quantized [6] CSIT, feedback

delay can also be an issue especially if it approaches the

coherence time Tc of the channel. However, a recent study

[7] caused a paradigm shift by proposing a scheme yielding

more than one degree of freedom (DoF) while relying solely

on perfect but outdated CSIT. This technique is referred

to hereafter as the Maddah-Ali-Tse (MAT) scheme. MAT

allows for some multiplexing gain even if the channel state

changes arbitrarily over the feedback delay. The range of

coherence time in which the sole use of MAT yields an

increased multiplexing gain is determined in [8] and [9] but

considering only feedback or only training overheads and

not both.

The assumption of totally independent channel varia-

tion is overly pessimistic for numerous practical scenarios.

Therefore another scheme was proposed in [10] for the

time correlated MISO broadcast channel with 2 users. This

scheme optimally combines delayed CSIT and current CSIT

(both imperfect) but has not been generalized for a larger

number of users. Another scheme that simply performs ZF

and superposes MAT only during the dead times of ZF has

been proposed in [11]. This scheme, hereafter referred to as

MAT-ZF recovers the results of optimality of [10] for K = 2
and is valid for any number of users but is based on a block

fading model.

It was generally believed that any delay in the feedback

necessarily causes a DoF loss. However, Lee and Heath in

[12] proposed a scheme that achieves Nt (sum) DoF in the

block fading underdetermined MISO BC with Nt transmit

antennas and K = Nt + 1 users if the feedback delay is

small enough (≤ Tc

K
). We review this ST-ZF scheme and

evaluate the net DoF it can be expected to yield in actual

systems, accounting for training overhead as well as the DoF

consumption due to the feedback on the reverse link. We

then compare it to the net multiplexing gains that ZF, MAT,

TDMA-ZF and MAT-ZF can be expected to yield in actual

systems.



Fig. 1. Underdetermined MISO BC, a base station (BS) with

Nt = K − 1 antennas and K single antenna users.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a MISO BC with K single antenna users

and a transmitter equipped with Nt = K − 1 antennas. It

is typically assumed that K = Nt since having K = Nt

or K > Nt single antenna users results in the same

maximum sum DoF. However, we will see that having an

extra user (underdetermination/overloading) becomes useful

when there is some delay in the feedback since space-

time precoding (instead of spatial only beamforming) can

compensate for the delay in feedback in the MISO BC.

An illustration of this BC channel is given in Fig. 1. We

categorize this BC as underdetermined because there are

more users than transmit antennas, which prevents purely

spatial ZF. The signal received by user k is given by

y(k)[n] = h(k)T [n]x[n] + v(k)[n]

where x[n] ∈ C
Nt×1 is the signal sent by the transmitter,

h(k)[n] =
[

h
(k)
1 [n], h

(k)
2 [n], ..., h

(k)
Nt

[n]
]T

∈ C
Nt×1 and

v(k)[n] ∼ CN (0, 1) respectively denote the channel vector

and the independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaus-

sian noise for user k. We consider a block fading model: the

channel coefficients are constant for the channel coherence

time Tc and change independently between blocks. Tfb is

the feedback delay.

The performance metric is (sum) DoF (also called mul-

tiplexing gain), it is the prelog of the sum rate. In order to

take into account the feedback cost, we define the feedback

overhead. Let R(P ) be the ergodic (sum) throughput of a

MISO BC with Nt transmit antennas and K single antenna

receivers and transmit power P and F (P ) the total feedback

rate then

DoF = lim
P→∞

R(P )

log2(P )
; DoFFB = lim

P→∞

F (P )

log2(P )
.

III. SPACE-TIME ZERO FORCING (ST-ZF)

PRECODING FOR THE UNDERDETERMINED

MISO BC WITH DELAYED ONLY CSIT

Lee and Heath [12] proposed a (LH) scheme to achieve

Nt DoF in the MISO BC with K = Nt + 1 users when

γ =
Tfb

Tc
≤ 1

K
. We first review the scheme for the general

K-user case when γ = 1
K

without accounting for the training

and feedback costs.

Assuming γ = 1
K

means that the current CSI is known

at the transmitter only after the first Tfb =
Tc

K
channel uses.

The LH scheme allows the transmission of Nt messages

to each of the K users in K channel uses scattered over

K coherence blocks. More precisely, the LH scheme uses

channel uses {n1, n2, · · · , nK} respectively in blocks {n+
1, n+ 2, · · · , n+K}. This results in a transient regime for

the first K blocks after which we have KTfb instances of the

LH scheme in each block assuring the Nt DoF announced

in the steady state. We now focus on one instance of the LH

scheme scattered over blocks n+ 1 to n+K for a n ≥ K
so that we are in steady state. Only the channel use n1 in

the first block corresponds to the transmitter not having the

current CSI.

Messages s(k) =
[

s
(k)
1 , · · · , s

(k)
Nt

]T

, are intended for

user k, k ∈ [1,K]. H[n] =
[

h(1)[n], · · · ,h(K)[n]
]T

rep-

resents the channel matrix during block n and y[nj ] =
[
y(1)[nj ], · · · , y

(K)[nj ]
]T

the received signal at the receivers

during channel use nj . Since we are interested in the

DoF provided by the scheme, we hereafter omit the noise

variables to be concise. The transmitter always sends a

combination of all symbols at each channel use, always the

same symbols for an instance of the scheme but with time-

varying beamforming matrices V(k)[nj ] ∈ C
Nt×Nt

x[nj ] =

K∑

k=1

V(k)[nj ]s
(k).

During the first channel use n1, the transmitter does not

have any information on the current channel state, so for

k ∈ [1,K], V(k)[n1] = INt
, the Nt by Nt identity matrix, is

as good as any other matrix of full rank. The transmission

scheme is summarized as follows







y[n1]
y[n2]

...

y[nK ]







= diag(H[n+ 1],H[n+ 2], · · · ,H[n+K])

∗








INt
· · · INt

V(1)[n2] · · · V(K)[n2]
...

...

V(1)[nK ] · · · V(K)[nK ]















s(1)]
s(2)]

...

s(K)]







=








H[n+ 1] · · · H[n+ 1]

H[n+ 2]V(1)[n2] · · · H[n+ 2]V(K)[n2]
...

...

H[n+K]V(1)[nK ] · · · H[n+K]V(K)[nK ]















s(1)

s(2)

...

s(K)








The received signal at user i and time n1 is

y(i)[n1] =

K∑

k=1

h(i)[n+ 1] s(k) = h(i)[n+ 1]

K∑

k=1

s(k).



The beamforming matrices are constructed so that the in-

terference alignment is simply done at each receiver by a

subtraction: y(i)[nj ] − y(i)[n1], j ∈ [2,K]. For user i, at

time nj , j ∈ [2,K], we have

y(i)[nj ]−y(i)[n1]=
K∑

k=1

(

h(i)[n+j]V(k)[nj ]−h(i)[n+1]
)

s(k)

so the interferences are aligned if

h(i)[n+ j]V(k)[nj ]− h(i)[n+ 1] = 0, ∀i 6= k.

In other words the beamforming matrices V(k)[nj ] should

transform h(i)[n + j] into h(i)[n + 1] for i 6= k so that the

same interferences are received at any time nj , j ∈ [1,K].
This is done by defining the beamforming matrix for user i
and time nj as follows

V(i)[nj ] =














h(1)[n+ j]
...

h(i−1)[n+ j]

h(i+1)[n+ j]
...

h(K)[n+ j]














−1 












h(1)[n+ 1]
...

h(i−1)[n+ 1]

h(i+1)[n+ 1]
...

h(K)[n+ 1]














for j ∈ [2,K] which assures








y(i)[n2]− y(i)[n1]
y(i)[n3]− y(i)[n1]

...

y(i)[nK ]− y(i)[n1]







=








h(i)[n+ 2]V(i)[n2]− h(i)[n+ 1]

h(i)[n+ 3]V(i)[n3]− h(i)[n+ 1]
...

h(i)[n+K]V(i)[nK ]− h(i)[n+1]








︸ ︷︷ ︸

H
(i)
eff

s(i)

and user i can decode s(i) since the rank of the Nt × Nt

H
(i)
eff is almost surely Nt because all channel vectors are

independent with a continuous distribution. This scheme

allows to transmit a total of NtK independent data symbols

in K channels uses thus yielding Nt DoF.

IV. NET DoF CHARACTERIZATION

In order to compare the multiplexing gains that MAT, ZF,

TDMA-ZF, MAT-ZF and ST-ZF can be expected to obtain

in actual systems, we derive their netDoFs, accounting for

training overhead as well as the DoF loss due to the feedback

on the reverse link. In other words we evaluate how many

DoF are available for data on the forward link (we account

for delay and training) and subtract the DoF spent on the

reverse link for the feedback. Note that for MAT, ZF, TDMA-

ZF and MAT-ZF we consider the square case K = Nt since

adding one user would only increase the overhead and not

the DoF.

IV-A. CSI Acquisition Overhead

IV-A1. Feedback and Training

Since we are interested in the DoFFB which is the scaling

of the feedback rate with log2(P ) as P → ∞, the noise in

the fed back channel estimate can be ignored in the case of

analog feedback or of digital feedback of equivalent rate. The

feedback can be considered accurate, suffering only from the

delay Tfb. We consider analog output feedback, the receivers

directly feed back the training signal they receive and the

transmitter performs the (downlink) channel estimation.

In each block a common training of length Tct ≥ Nt

is needed to estimate the channel as explained in [9]. To

maximize the number of DoF we take Tct = Nt. A dedicated

training of 1 pilot is also needed to insure coherent reception

whenever ZF is to be done according to [13].

In Fig. 2 the shape of the blocks with feedback and train-

ing (common and dedicated) is presented, D. Tr. stands for

dedicated training. The time slots available after accounting

for training in each block are divided into two parts: a first

one during which the transmitter does not have the current

CSI a second during which there is CSIT.

IV-A2. MAT CSIR distribution

To perform the MAT scheme each receiver needs the channel

of certain other receivers. As a first approximation we

consider that after the transmitter received the CSI from all

receivers it sends them to all receivers. We refer to this phase

as the CSIR distribution. This could be done by broadcasting

the channel states however it can be done in a slightly more

efficient fashion because each transmitter already knows its

own channel.

Let us assume that all the K receivers need to know

{h1, h2, · · · , hK} but receiver k, k ∈ [1,K] already knows

hk. Multicasting all the coefficients {h1, h2, · · · , hK} would

take K channel uses and receiver k, k ∈ [1,K] would

receive 1 useless message, hk that it already has. Instead

we broadcast the K − 1 following messages {h1 + h2, h1 +
h3, · · · , h1 + hK}. Since receiver 1 already knows h1 it

can subtract it from all the messages it received. Receiver 1

then has {h2, h3, · · · , hK} (and h1 it already had). Similarly

receiver k gets h1 from the k − 1st message h1 + hk

by subtracting hk, and then can extract the other hi for

i /∈ {1, k}. By doing so the CSIR distribution for K users

can be done in Nt(K − 1) channel uses instead of NtK.

The gain is limited but significant for small values of K.

For MAT-ZF another solution is to do the distribution using

ZF. This would allow for CSIR distribution in Nt(K − 1)
channel uses too but requires CSIT.

IV-B. ZF

When CSI is available at the transmitter, the full multi-

plexing gain can be achieved with ZF [14]. Doing only ZF

would allow to transmit 1 symbol per channel use to each

user when the transmitter has CSIT and nothing otherwise.



Fig. 2. Topology of a few blocks considering the training (common and dedicated) and output feedback.

Without taking feedback and training into account it yields

DoF(ZFNt
) = NtDoF(ZF1) = Nt

(

1−
Tfb

Tc

)

.

The needed common and dedicated trainings occupy Nt+1
time slots and the output feedback of Nt symbols per user

results in a feedback overhead of

DoFFB(ZFNt
) =

KNt

Tc

=
N2

t

Tc

.

since for ZF the squared case K = Nt is considered. The

net multiplexing gain is then

netDoF(ZFNt
) = Nt

(

1−
Tfb

Tc

−
2Nt + 1

Tc

)

. (1)

IV-C. TDMA-ZF

TDMA-ZF is a direct extension of ZF. The only difference

being that while the transmitter is waiting for the CSI, and

not sending training symbols it performs TDMA transmis-

sion since this does not require any CSIT, thus yielding

netDoF(TDMA-ZFNt
) = netDoF(ZFNt

) +
Tfb

Tc

= Nt

(

1−
Nt − 1

Nt

Tfb

Tc

−
2Nt + 1

Tc

)

(2)

IV-D. MAT

The MAT scheme was proposed in [7]. The authors

describe an original approach that yields a multiplexing gain

of
Nt

1 + 1
2 · · ·

1
Nt

=
NtD

Q

with no current CSIT at all, without accounting for feedback

and training overheads. Here {D,Q} ∈ N
2 are such that

1
1+ 1

2 ···
1

Nt

= D
Q

, where D is the least common multiple of

{1, 2, · · · , Nt} and Q = DHNt
with HNt

=
∑Nt

m=1
1
m

. This

scheme allows the transmission of D symbols in Q time slots

for each user as noted in [8].

The MAT scheme is composed of Nt phases, phase j
is composed of D

j
slots. Multiple instances of the MAT

scheme are performed in parallel, the first block is filled

with first messages of as many instances of the MAT scheme

as possible, then the second block is used for the second

message of each instance of the MAT scheme and so on.

Only Nt − j + 1 antennas are active during phase j
therefore the length of the common training needed in each

block depends on the phase: Nt − j + 1 for any block of

phase j. This leads to an empty space of j− 1 time slots in

each block of phase j.

Each block of phase j is dedicated to a subset of j users

and the CSI needed from this block is the CSI of the K − j

other users that will be used to generate the messages for

phase j+1 resulting in a feedback overhead of (K−j)(Nt−
j + 1) per block of phase j

DoFFB(MATNt
) =

∑K
j=1

D
j
(K − j)(Nt − j + 1)

QTc

=

K∑

j=1

(K − j)(Nt − j + 1)

jHNt
Tc

With the details given in [7] we understand that these

CSI of the K − j users also need to be distributed to the

j other users. So for a given block the users that need the

CSI are not part of the subset of users whose CSI are to be

distributed and our CSIR distribution method explained in

IV-A2 cannot be directly exploited. However for symmetry

reasons the total length of CSI to be sent is a multiple of

the number of users K, for example equal to LK. Among

these LK coefficients, L are already known at each receiver.

Thus by rearranging the CSI in groups of K in which each

CSI is already known by a different user we can exploit

the method described in IV-A2 and reduce the total number

of channel uses needed for the CSIR distribution by a factor
K−1
K

compared to the one by one broadcasting strategy used

in [9]. Using strategy in [9] the CSIR distribution length

would be
∑K

j=1
D(K−j)(Nt−j+1)

j
and it becomes

LCSIR(MATNt
) =

K − 1

K

K∑

j=1

D(K − j)(Nt − j + 1)

j
using the method we just described. This CSIR distribu-

tion can be partially taken care of in the empty space of
∑K

j=1
D
j
(j−1) = D(K−HK) time slots over the Q blocks

due to the decreasing length of the common training in

each phase. It leaves K−1
K

∑K
j=1

D(K−j)(Nt−j+1)
j

−D(K−

HK) = D
((

K−1
K

∑K

j=1
(K−j)(Nt−j+1)

j

)

+Hk −K
)

re-

maining time slot to be used for the CSIR distribution. This

is always greater than 0 for K ≥ 2 and we note that there

always is more CSIR to be distributed than empty space

in any block because there is no empty space in the first

phase which takes D blocks. Since we assumed K = Nt

the resulting net multiplexing gain is

netDoF(MATNt
) =

Nt(Tc −Nt)−
∑K

j=1
1
j
(K − j)(Nt − j + 1)

HKTc +
((

K−1
K

∑K
j=1

(K−j)(Nt−j+1)
j

)

+Hk −K
) (3)

IV-E. MAT-ZF

Let us first ignore the overhead. The idea behind the

MAT-ZF scheme is essentially to perform ZF and superpose



MAT only during the dead times of ZF. For that purpose

we consider Q blocks of Tc symbol periods and split each

block into two parts. The first part, the dead times of ZF,

spans Tfb symbol periods and the second part, the Tc −Tfb

remaining symbols. We use the first part of each block to

perform the MAT scheme Tfb times in parallel. During the

second part of each block, ZF is performed.

The sum DoF for the MAT-ZFK scheme without account-

ing for the overhead is

DoF(MAT-ZFNt
) = Nt

(

1−
(Q−D)Tfb

QTc

)

.

Indeed, per user, in QTc channel uses, the ZF portion

transmits Q(Tc − Tfb) symbols, whereas the MAT scheme

transmits DTfb symbols.

Now we need to consider the overhead. In the MAT-ZF

scheme ZF and MAT are performed. Since the training for

ZF comprises the training needed for MAT, the training

cost for MAT-ZF is the same as for ZF with a length of

Nt + 1 time slots. But in order to perform MAT, the CSIR

distribution is also required. The scheme was initially meant

to be done over Q blocks to perform the MAT scheme but

we add more blocks to do the CSIR distribution. We only

use the dead times of the additional coherence blocks to do

the CSIR distribution while we still perform ZF when the

transmitter has CSI in order to avoid any degradation of the

ZF DoF. The MAT part then requires ∆ =
LCSIR(MATNt

)

Tfb

additional blocks. The case of a non integer ∆ can be dealt

with by repeating the scheme until the total number of blocks

to add is an integer. Let δ = ∆/D, then the netDoF of this

scheme is netDoF(ZFNt
) +NtDTfb/(Tc(Q+∆)) or

netDoF(MAT-ZFNt
) = netDoF(ZFNt

) +
Tfb

Tc

Nt

(HNt
+ δ)

(4)

i.e., the netDoF of ZF plus an additional term, the DoF

brought about by MAT but decreased by a factor due to

the CSIR distribution.

IV-F. ST-ZF

The LH scheme yields Nt DoF for γ = 1
K

with

K = Nt + 1 users or for γ < 1
K

by doing ZF the

remaining time. We refer to this scheme as ST-ZF since

it is a space-time (ST) precoding, which is combined with

ZF for γ < 1
K

. Simple ZF can only serve Nt users at a

time and as mentioned earlier 1 channel use of dedicated

training is needed for synchronization per subset of Nt users

so instead of alternatively ZF to the K subsets of users

{1, · · · , i−1, i+1, · · · ,K} in one block, it is less expensive

to ZF to only one subset of K− 1 out of K users per block

and alternate over different blocks to assure fairness.

To allow the receivers to learn their channels a common

training sequence is needed so together with the dedicated

training it takes (Nt + 1) time slots and Nt + 1 time slots

for the output feedback (by choosing K = Nt + 1 times a

different subset of K − 1 users feeding back) resulting in a

part without current CSIT of length Tfb + 1 instead of Tfb

(therefore reducing the with CSIT part of one time slot too).

This yields a feedback overhead of

DoFFB(ST-ZFNt
) =

NtK

Tc

=
Nt(Nt + 1)

Tc

.

To decode its signal the receiver i needs to know H
(i)
eff .The

ST-ZF schemes spans over K (blocks), but the different

instances of the scheme overlap: the nth instance spans over

blocks n + 1 to n + K, the n + 1th over blocks n + 2 to

n + K + 1. So only the last line of Heff is new in each

instance. Therefore each receiver actually only needs to get

Nt coefficients of its H
(i)
eff (the last line). Using the CSIT

part to transmit these coefficients takes K = Nt + 1 time

slots by sending each time slot 1 message to each user of a

different subset of Nt = K − 1 users. The net multiplexing

gain is then

netDoF(ST-ZFNt
) = Nt

Tc − 2(Nt + 1)

Tc

−
Nt(Nt + 1)

Tc

= Nt

(

1−
3(Nt + 1)

Tc

)

(5)

where the subtraction Nt
2(Nt+1)

Tc
is due to training and

transmission of Heff and the subtraction
Nt(Nt+1)

Tc
is due to

feedback, as long as
Tfb+1

Tc−2(Nt+1) ≤
1
K

⇔ Tc ≥ K(Tfb + 3)
since ST-ZF needs a with CSIT part K − 1 = Nt times

longer than the no current CSIT part.

Another way of transmitting H
(i)
eff to the receivers is to

do it in the following blocks in the no current CSIT part as

presented for MAT-ZF. It assures a multiplexing gain always

greater than that of ZF since it leaves the ZF part of each

block untouched. It also enlarges the range of validity of the

scheme as it does not reduce the part with CSIT. It takes

KNt time slots, therefore KNt

Tfb+1 blocks since the dead time

in ST-ZF is Tfb + 1 time slots long. We refer to this variant

as ST-ZF 2. With this strategy the multiplexing gain is

netDoF(ST-ZF2Nt
) =

Nt

(

1− 2(Nt+1)
Tc

)

+ netDoF(ZFNt
) KNt

Tfb+1

1 + KNt

Tfb+1

(6)

as long as
Tfb+1

Tc−(Nt+1) ≤
1
K

.

IV-G. Numerical results

In Fig. 3 we plot the netDoF provided by ZF, MAT,

TDMA-ZF, MAT-ZF, TDMA and ST-ZF for Nt = 4,

Tfb ∈ {3, 10} as a function of Tc using (1) for ZF, (3)

for MAT, (2) for TDMA-ZF, (4) for MAT-ZF, (5) for ST-ZF

and (6) for ST-ZF 2. For TDMA we use Tc−1
Tc

, one pilot per

coherence period being needed to insure coherent reception,

by keeping the overhead to a minimum TDMA outperforms

the other schemes for small Tc. We notice that even for

Tfb = 3 and Tc = 90 the net DoF loss of the different
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Fig. 3. NetDoF of ZF, MAT, TDMA-ZF, MAT-ZF, ST-ZF

and TDMA for Nt = 4, Tfb ∈ {3, 10} as a function of Tc.

schemes compared to the optimum Nt = 4 is significant.

The DoF yielded by MAT and ST-ZF do not depend on Tfb

except that ST-ZF is valid only for Tc greater or equal to a

threshold which grows with Tfb. We observe that the ST-ZF

scheme performs better for larger values of Tfb, because the

cost of the distribution of H
(i)
eff in the ST-ZF scheme can be

compensated by not loosing any DoF on the no CSIT part of

each block only if this part is long enough. If we compare

analytically TDMA-ZF and ST-ZF we see that for Tfb = Nt

both schemes yield about the same multiplexing gain and

the multiplexing gain of TDMA-ZF decreases below that of

ST-ZF for Tfb sufficiently larger than Nt. The gain of ST-

ZF over the other schemes becomes significant with larger

values of Tfb. ST-ZF 2 is better than ST-ZF for small values

of Tfb, so the best way to do the distribution of H
(i)
eff (in the

CSIT part or in the DCSIT part) depends on Tfb. We notice

that for small Tfb TDMA-ZF performs better than both

variants of ST-ZF. However by considering also a certain

coherence in the frequency domain the relative cost of the

transmission of the H
(i)
eff in the CSIT part should become

negligible even for small values of Tfb. To summarize, for

small Tc TDMA is the best, for large Tc TDMA-ZF or ST-ZF

is better depending on Tfb and for intermediate Tc TDMA-

ZF or MAT-ZF is better depending on Tfb.

V. CONCLUSION

The ST-ZF scheme is very interesting theoretically as it

proved that up to a certain delay in the feedback the full DoF

of the MISO BC is still attainable, without accounting for

feedback or training costs. By evaluating the multiplexing

gain that can be reached by the ST-ZF scheme in actual

systems, i.e. accounting for training overhead and feedback

cost we demonstrate that the ST-ZF scheme is also of interest

in practice since it outperforms TDMA-ZF and MAT-ZF for

feedback delays larger than the number of transmit antennas.

Furthermore the NetDoF curves suggest that also for ST-ZF

the number of active users needs to be optimized (reduced)

as Tc decreases, as was done in [15] for MAT-ZF.
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